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ASX 200 Healthcare performance vs ASX 200

Stabilising and on the Road to 
Recovery
Historically, healthcare has been an 
all-weather sector, with stocks that can 
compound earnings over the cycle. The 
pandemic reversed this trend for the ASX 
200 healthcare sector. Since April 2020, 
the ASX 200 is up 49%; the healthcare 
sector is flat.

We think the next 12 months will be very 
different from the last, with vital signs 
improving for the sector.

We moved overweight the sector in 
August by adding ResMed (RMD). The 
Focus Portfolio is currently 14% weighted 
to healthcare vs the market at 10%. 

Figure 1: ASX 200 healthcare has underperformed the broader market since April 
2020; however, it has outperformed over the long run

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

We are overweight healthcare as:

1. It offers defensive earnings to weather 
a slowdown.

2. Earnings look to be at the start of an 
upgrade cycle (economic slowdown 
or not).

3. Valuations look reasonable relative to 
pre-COVID – the sector could rerate 
on easing inflation.

4. Healthcare offers a number of  
high-quality companies, with  
pricing power.

CY23 could continue to be challenging 
due to inflation, rate hikes and worries 
about a recession. Against this backdrop, 
we think healthcare stocks - which have 
historically been reliable defensives - can 
provide a degree of downside protection 
amidst volatile conditions. 

As a result of the range of dynamic 
products and services now dominating 
the healthcare market, select stocks 
have the ability to withstand challenging 
economic environments while delivering 
long-term growth.

Over the next 12-24 months, stock 
selection will be key in the healthcare 
sector. We remain cautious about 
healthcare stocks that benefited from the 
pandemic; analyst earnings forecasts in 
these stocks look to be over-optimistic in 
a post-pandemic world. 

Earnings Recuperating
Spending on healthcare actually fell in 
some countries during the pandemic. 
The battle against COVID-19 led to 
non-urgent care being cancelled and/or 
patients avoiding hospitals. 

The pandemic also meant that  
healthcare product sales reps were 
unable to access hospitals as usual to 
conduct their sales activities.

However, after this pandemic-induced 
downgrade cycle, we believe we are 
at the beginning of an upgrade cycle 
for the healthcare sector. Like travel 
or leisure stocks, the market is still too 
pessimistic on the speed of the recovery. 
As this spending recovers, we should 
start to see earnings coming in ahead of 
consensus. This should be a tailwind for 
outperformance. 
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Figure 2: Healthcare earnings growth looks too low; we expect upgrades over 
the next 12 months

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.
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Figure 4: Healthcare earnings have grown faster than the market over the past 
20 years

Figure 3: Healthcare typically outperforms in weaker macro backdrops - relative 
average monthly performance vs ASX 300

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Note: Last 20 years of data.  
Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Dependable  
Defensive Sector 
As a portfolio buffer when equity markets 
turn volatile, healthcare has long been 
considered one of the most reliable 
defensive sectors.

During the pandemic, this came  
under question.

However, ultimately this was an 
extraordinary set of circumstances,  
and we continue to believe that 
healthcare remains a defensive sector 
with a relatively inelastic demand profile. 
It is unlikely that households will cut back 
on healthcare expenditures relative  
to discretionary items, even in the face 
of a downturn. As a result of this robust 
demand profile, the sector can  
generate defensive earnings that  
enable it to outperform in weak 
macroeconomic environments.

Structural Growth  
Over the Cycle
Healthcare stocks have plenty of 
defensive characteristics that help them 
outperform in recessions and late in 
economic cycles. But they can also 
generate significant structural earnings 
growth over the cycle. This is one of 
the key reasons why the sector should 
outperform over the long-term.

If we look at earnings and performance 
before the pandemic, these stocks 
typically outperformed in slowdowns, 
but also perform well in most market 
conditions. The pandemic was really 
an anomaly in what is usually a strong 
performing sector. 

Thus, we think the sector is relatively 
well placed irrespective of what direction 
the global economy takes over the next 
few years. This is unlike some other 
traditional defensive sectors (like  
utilities and consumer staples) which 
would likely underperform in stronger 
market conditions.
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Figure 5: Valuations look inexpensive, particularly with the backdrop of a 
global slowdown

Figure 6: SHL’s consensus EPS looks too high; we think there could be 
downgrades to come

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Valuation Pain Easing
Large caps in the healthcare sector are 
some of the most highly valued on the 
ASX. Since the beginning of the year, 
higher bond yields have put pressure on 
these valuations. Valuations now appear 
relatively inexpensive, especially in light 
of a global slowdown. Over the next 12 
months, we believe healthcare could 
rerate as a safe haven asset. 

Additionally, a sector which is generally 
considered to be growth-oriented 
could benefit if inflation fades, central 
banks pivot, and bond yields compress. 
Falling bond yields could be another 
opportunity for healthcare to rerate, 
which is a plausible scenario for next year.

Quality with Pricing 
Power in an Inflationary 
Environment
Large-cap healthcare stocks on the 
ASX tend to be high-quality companies 
with pricing power. CSL (CSL), Resmed 
(RMD), and Cochlear (COH) have strong 
positions in the market. Consequently, 
if costs rise, they can be passed on to 
consumers, who are price takers. In an 
inflationary environment, this is very 
valuable. Cost pressures should not 
adversely impact these companies' 
earnings margins.

Stock Selection Critical 
Some ASX 200 healthcare stocks 
experienced supernormal profits during 
the pandemic due to an increased 
demand for vaccination/testing centres, 
consumables (like masks) and respirators. 

The challenge for healthcare analysts is 
forecasting earnings for these companies 
in a post-COVID world, and we believe 
this is fraught with risk – most likely 
downside risk.

We believe these earnings levels are 
unlikely to be sustainable into the  
future and these stocks face the risk of 
earnings downgrades.

Sonic Healthcare (SHL) is a case in point. 
Pre-COVID, the company saw a steady 
increase in EPS from 2017-2020, growing 
at ~1% per annum. Extrapolating this 
“normalised” growth to FY25E gives an 
EPS lower than consensus, at around 
$1.25. Consensus is forecasting an EPS  
of ~$1.63.

We believe this is too high and still 
accounts for the one-off COVID spending 
that is already fading. This leaves room 
for earnings downgrades over the next 
few financial years.
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Figure 7: RMD should take more market share; this should be supportive of 
margin expansion

Source: Wilsons estimates.

ResMed (RMD): Gaining dominance 

RMD develops, manufactures and sells 
continuous positive air pressure (CPAP) 
devices for the treatment of sleep 
disordered breathing. Its Respiratory 
Care franchise focuses on non-invasive 
ventilators, high-flow oxygen and 
mechanical ventilators to manage chronic 
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obstructive pulmonary disease and 
associated breathing disorders  
like Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA). 
RMD is also a leading provider of 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions for 
healthcare settings adjacent to hospitals.

Why we like RMD:

• Dominant market position: Dominant market position: RMD is 
the dominant player within the CPAP 
market, which in our view reflects the 
superiority of its offering and a history 
of strong execution from management.

• Structural above-system growth:Structural above-system growth: 
the global CPAP market remains 
significantly under-penetrated. This 
under-penetration drives typical 
organic ‘system growth' of 6-8% p.a., 
which is structurally above healthcare 
at 2-3% p.a. 

• Market share opportunity:Market share opportunity: RMD’s major 
competitor, Phillips, first announced 
a recall of its CPAP devices in July 
2021, which has presented a significant 
opportunity for RMD to take material 
and lasting market share. Recent 
feedback from RMD’s management 
following its Q123 result has been 
constructive. The business highlighted 
it has the capacity to supply the whole 
market if the opportunity presents. 

Read latest update ResMed (RMD) | 
1Q23: AS11 war-chest building

• Valuation upside: Valuation upside: If Philips cannot 
recover and becomes marginalized, we 
think RMD should be valued inline with 
other healthcare players on the ASX 
that dominate their respective markets, 
namely COH and Fisher & Paykel 
Healthcare ( FPH) which typically trade 
around ~30x EBITDA. 

https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=2ec368f57ebd79021d28f5db62113389ddf336ca5nhGq-DZAImQvML6ym-2jfw1UjzUweJSFVPHAqskKxcf-XQgkP8YUlvsQhFx4KGt0ix56rVlCSx7EKGVzkMNsLAQ7VvqF_pOJiemy-zjCAkCefWy0IgWpQN02Y978XziB9iTCC59As1cSOzZ0gTW3Id8PSrmAjjT4gmDS57X3QErdk363EAGJnmuQiHgQCFot3KJra1ReQHckt_0tIu5lyA%2C%2C
https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=2ec368f57ebd79021d28f5db62113389ddf336ca5nhGq-DZAImQvML6ym-2jfw1UjzUweJSFVPHAqskKxcf-XQgkP8YUlvsQhFx4KGt0ix56rVlCSx7EKGVzkMNsLAQ7VvqF_pOJiemy-zjCAkCefWy0IgWpQN02Y978XziB9iTCC59As1cSOzZ0gTW3Id8PSrmAjjT4gmDS57X3QErdk363EAGJnmuQiHgQCFot3KJra1ReQHckt_0tIu5lyA%2C%2C
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CSL (CSL): Plasma recovery

CSL is the dominant and lowest cost 
player within the global blood plasma 
industry. The business develops a range 
of biotherapies and vaccines that treat 
people with serious diseases and chronic 
medical conditions. 
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Why we like CSL

• Supply constrained market: Supply constrained market: The market 
for Immunoglobulin (IG) products is 
supply constrained, while underlying 
demand is highly defensive given IG is 
used to treat patients with a range of 
serious immunologic and neurologic 
diseases. Given this backdrop, there  
is confidence that there will be 
demand from end users even as  
supply increases. 

• Plasma recovery: Plasma recovery: CSL was impacted 
by lower plasma collections during 
COVID-19. Without a key input, CSL's 
revenues and gross margins were 
adversely affected. Positively, collection 
volumes are recovering and now 
exceed pre-pandemic levels as fears 
of the virus have faded and stimulus 
cheques have dried up. 

• Higher collection capacity: Higher collection capacity: The 
business has also invested significantly 
into its IG Infrastructure, by expanding 
its collection centre network (opened 
+27 new centres in FY22 bringing 
the global total to 330) and by 
implementing new technologies. The 
new Rika Plasma Donation System will 
allow for the collection of more plasma 
in less time, increasing throughput by 
30%. We expect CSL's larger collection 
network, in combination with higher 
donor numbers and operational 
efficiencies from new tech, to drive 
higher IG volumes and margins over 
the medium-term. 

• Valuation: Valuation: Our healthcare analysts  
have a target price of $318.33 per share 
for CSL based on a DCF valuation. 
CSL currently trades on a 12-month 
forward EV/EBITDA multiple of ~18x, 
which it views as attractive considering 
consensus forecasts point to an 
EBITDA CAGR of 19% over the  
next 3 years.

Read latest research report CSL (CSL) 
| O/W: The way to patients’ hearts is 
through their kidneys
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Figure 8: CSL's earnings growth is expected to be driven by both higher volumes 
and stronger margins

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=12242e351fae4d1db90663a42a5a63bcc24deb39c6N07vWqPg6Me%2BrqOIC6CN3qC%2FmwbpryFJO%2FhpuWkWTPLrLZTyk0mJDqbHki4m8jMP8buT2aXBpqnDaktUz6nppq%2FpfRIVz1E7hbb3IflxkoI46QywVsOsWiEIch4LHBOBHK2m9aG2d54xT67r1ANJU4NXMNjxeS3Qob3%2B2DxEUEXPUdcTtPLK6bFjc1dbTUSz9Ghp2sPIaXSObuoRSiwhnPcniTmzu1SQHFd%2BkvA062rGdcb3w3nd2MSkr%2Fl4lZJ
https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=12242e351fae4d1db90663a42a5a63bcc24deb39c6N07vWqPg6Me%2BrqOIC6CN3qC%2FmwbpryFJO%2FhpuWkWTPLrLZTyk0mJDqbHki4m8jMP8buT2aXBpqnDaktUz6nppq%2FpfRIVz1E7hbb3IflxkoI46QywVsOsWiEIch4LHBOBHK2m9aG2d54xT67r1ANJU4NXMNjxeS3Qob3%2B2DxEUEXPUdcTtPLK6bFjc1dbTUSz9Ghp2sPIaXSObuoRSiwhnPcniTmzu1SQHFd%2BkvA062rGdcb3w3nd2MSkr%2Fl4lZJ
https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=12242e351fae4d1db90663a42a5a63bcc24deb39c6N07vWqPg6Me%2BrqOIC6CN3qC%2FmwbpryFJO%2FhpuWkWTPLrLZTyk0mJDqbHki4m8jMP8buT2aXBpqnDaktUz6nppq%2FpfRIVz1E7hbb3IflxkoI46QywVsOsWiEIch4LHBOBHK2m9aG2d54xT67r1ANJU4NXMNjxeS3Qob3%2B2DxEUEXPUdcTtPLK6bFjc1dbTUSz9Ghp2sPIaXSObuoRSiwhnPcniTmzu1SQHFd%2BkvA062rGdcb3w3nd2MSkr%2Fl4lZJ
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Telix Pharmaceuticals (TLX) - Pipeline 
of opportunities

TLX was established to create a new 
industry leader in radiopharmaceuticals. 
Telix has programs focused on prostate, 
renal and brain cancer indications among 
others. In April 2022, Telix launched its 
first FDA approved product, ILLUCCIX, 
a diagnostic imaging agent for prostate 
cancer. With proof of product sales now 
demonstrated, Telix has moved out of 
the pre-revenue biotech space and into  
a commercial business with a capacity  
to meet, and potentially exceed  
revenue forecasts.

Why we like TLX

• Better diagnosis and treatment:Better diagnosis and treatment: Telix's 
pipeline of products is based on 
molecularly-targeted radiation (MTR) 
employing the use of radioisotopes 
attached to targeting agents, which 
specifically bind to cancer cells. Using 
this technology, numerous forms of 
cancer are able to be precisely imaged 
and treated, potentially offering  
better-informed treatment decisions 
and more personalised cancer therapy.

• Upside in the pipeline: Upside in the pipeline: The Phase III 
ZIRCON positive study results that 
were announced earlier this week 
support regulatory filings for  
TLX250-CDx as a PET/CT agent for 
kidney cancer diagnosis, with the 
trial meeting both primary and key 
secondary endpoints. Telix’s US 
development pathway could achieve 
FDA approval and launch by the end of 
2023. If approved, Telix’s agent will be 
the first and only non-invasive means 
of identifying the most aggressive, 
and common, form of kidney cancer; 
clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC). 
If approved, TLX250-CDx looks likely 
to become the new standard of 
care, obviating tens of thousands of 
unnecessary kidney surgeries  
each year. 

Read more about the Phase III ZIRCON 
study results in Telix Pharmaceuticals 
(TLX) | Positive ZIRCON top line results

7

Figure 9: Telix core pipeline: Oncology and rare diseases, new products could be 
a key driver of earnings growth over the medium-term

• Large addressable markets: Large addressable markets: The 
company's core prostate cancer 
imaging product, ILLUCIX, has an 
estimated Total Addressable Market 
(TAM) of US$1b. Our analysts estimate 
TLX can attain a 28% share of the 
PSMA-directed PET/CT market. After 
its first full quarter, ILLUCIX's early 
commercial performance in the US 
has exceeded market expectations. 
Meanwhile, the TLX250-CDx agent 
(Phase III trial) has an estimated TAM of 
US$500m in the US. 

• Valuation upside:Valuation upside: Valuing the  
TLX opportunity is an exercise in 
judging probabilities. Our analysts’ 
base case valuation is $8.15. 
However, we remind readers that the 
pathways for biotech approval and 
commercialisation are not always the 
one-way street of good news! 

*Light blue shading indicates expected development stage in the next 12 months. 
Source: Telix Pharmaceuticals, Wilsons.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Commercial

Prostate

                   
Small molecule TLX591-CDx (ILLUCIX) Imaging 

                    
Antibody TLX591 Therapy

                    
Antibody TLX592 Therapy (2nd Gen)

                    
Small molecule TLX599-CDx Imaging/Surgery

                    
Small molecule TLX591-Sx Imaging/Surgery

                    

Kidney

                    
Antibody TLX250-CDx Imaging 

                    
Antibody TLX250 Therapy 

                    

Brain 

                    
Small molecule TLX101-CDx Imaging 

                    
Small molecule TLX101 Therapy 

                    

Bone Marrow Conditioning/Rare Diseases

                    
Antibody TLX66-CDx Imaging 

                    
Antibody TLX66 Therapy 

                    

https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=1bb511809cbb09fc68b54987726485418cd2d6851hQtv9oNCAo43Bh96ryb4Awtnn%2FyPddkkpM%2BNYIeMhFLj7g%2F0ERceRbUWF%2BpipUpcO6KxEmSl%2BHY39tv1svJTV%2BbzCEurRX7EumIRpB4P9eYOT6LTWizrRLDYsgwlT72omB8e9eP9nEMihj6pvet4hvM51ryhlzxYjeQuEg3fcVhaiqNLPUybw5vXanamx68q7NQaO0H%2F4kG6gNkaIMr7yG1KEtKO6E7owCvdzI0NJrFJmwjcr4IPUPmGl9ufYSGp
https://wilp.hosting.factset.com/PARTNERS_TD_TRACK/external/download?q=1bb511809cbb09fc68b54987726485418cd2d6851hQtv9oNCAo43Bh96ryb4Awtnn%2FyPddkkpM%2BNYIeMhFLj7g%2F0ERceRbUWF%2BpipUpcO6KxEmSl%2BHY39tv1svJTV%2BbzCEurRX7EumIRpB4P9eYOT6LTWizrRLDYsgwlT72omB8e9eP9nEMihj6pvet4hvM51ryhlzxYjeQuEg3fcVhaiqNLPUybw5vXanamx68q7NQaO0H%2F4kG6gNkaIMr7yG1KEtKO6E7owCvdzI0NJrFJmwjcr4IPUPmGl9ufYSGp
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Company Name Ticker
Focus 

Portfolio 
Weight %

Beta Share Price Market Cap  
(US$b)

Forecast Multiples EPS CAGR % Revenue 
CAGR %

Dividend 
Yield % ROE Net Debt/

EBITDA 

12mth fwd 
PE

12mth fwd 
EV/EBITDA (FY0-FY3) (FY0-FY3) 12mth fwd (FY1) (FY1)

CSL CSL 8.5% 0.43 277.16 133.7 31.2 18.2 16% 15% 1% 17% 2.4

Resmed RMD 3.5% 0.20 32.36 48.2 31.7 22.3 9% 9% 1% 26% -0.1

Telix Pharmaceuticals TLX 2.0% 2.47 6.96 2.2 na 317.2 na >100% 0% na 1.5

 

Figure 10: Fundamental table

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.
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Disclaimer and Disclosures
Recommendation structure and other definitions

Definitions at www.wilsonsadvisory.com.au/disclosures.

Disclaimer

All figures and data presented in this research are accurate at the date of the report, unless otherwise stated.

Wilsons Australian Equity Focus Portfolio (Focus Portfolio) is a portfolio of the Investment Strategy Group’s (ISG) preferred companies. 
The Focus Portfolio aims to hold around 25-30 companies, largely taken from the S&P/ASX 300. Stocks may be substituted at any time 
at the discretion of the ISG. Performance numbers around the Focus Portfolio are unaudited, and should be used only as a guide to 
indicate returns if investors were to follow the Focus Portfolio. For further information please contact your Wilsons Advisor.

This document has been prepared by Wilsons Advisory and Stockbroking Limited (AFSL 238375, ABN 68 010 529 665) (“Wilsons”) and 
its authors without consultation with any third parties, nor is Wilsons authorised to provide any information or make any representation 
or warranty on behalf of such parties. Any opinions contained in this document are subject to change and do not necessarily reflect 
the views of Wilsons. This document has not been prepared or reviewed by Wilsons' Research Department and does not constitute 
investment research. Wilsons makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information and opinions contained therein, and no reliance should be placed on this document in making any investment decision 
Any projections contained in this communication are estimates only. Such projections are subject to market influences and contingent 
upon matters outside the control of Wilsons and therefore may not be realised in the future. Past performance is not an indication of 
future performance. All investing carries risk.

In preparing the information in this document Wilsons did not take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation 
or particular needs of any particular investor. Any advice contained in this document is general advice only. Before making any 
investment decision, you should consider your own investment needs and objectives and should seek financial advice. You should 
consider the Product Disclosure Statement or prospectus in deciding whether to acquire a product. The Product Disclosure Statement 
or Prospectus is available through your financial adviser.

Wilsons Corporate Finance Limited ACN 057 547 323, AFSL 238 383 may have participated in some capacity with regard to capital 
raisings for some of the companies mentioned in this article. To manage any conflicts of interest with Wilsons Research, full disclosure 
on any relevant corporate transaction may be found on our website.

Wilsons Corporate Finance Limited ACN 057 547 323, AFSL 238 383 acted as, Joint Lead Manager to the Telix Pharmaceuticals 
Limited January 2022 Institutional Placement and SPP; Co-Manager to the Telix Pharmaceuticals Limited July 2019 Placement, for 
which it received fees or will receive fees for acting in this capacity.
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